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Multi-Robot Region-of-Interest Reconstruction with Dec-MCTS

Fouad Sukkar1, Graeme Best2, Chanyeol Yoo1 and Robert Fitch1

Abstract— We consider the problem of reconstructing regions
of interest of a scene using multiple robot arms and RGB-D
sensors. This problem is motivated by a variety of applications,
such as precision agriculture and infrastructure inspection.
A viewpoint evaluation function is presented that exploits
predicted observations and the geometry of the scene. A recently
proposed non-myopic planning algorithm, Decentralised Monte
Carlo tree search, is used to coordinate the actions of the robot
arms. Motion planning is performed over a navigation graph
that considers the high-dimensional configuration space of the
robot arms. Extensive simulated experiments are carried out
using real sensor data and then validated on hardware with two
robot arms. Our proposed targeted information gain planner
is compared to state-of-the-art baselines and outperforms them
in every measured metric. The robots quickly observe and
accurately detect fruit in a trellis structure, demonstrating the
viability of the approach for real-world applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are interested in information gathering problems in
cluttered scenes where desirable sensor viewpoints are of
nonuniform density. Motivating examples include object de-
tection/classification for fruit picking [1], where fruit are
occluded by leaves and may be arranged in sparsely dis-
tributed clusters, and condition monitoring for infrastructure
inspection, where certain subassemblies or components must
be detected and observed in detail. Our goal is to develop a
generalised form of coordinated planning that can be applied
to a variety of these types of active perception problems, and
also allow for the use of multiple robots.

In contrast to problem formulations such as map building
and full scene reconstruction, we consider a formulation that
requires targeted collection of information about unknown
regions of interest (ROIs). The ROIs are small parts of the
scene that function as a user-defined indicator which can
be developed to support the perception task at hand. For
example, here we define colour-based ROIs designed for
object recognition from point cloud data; detecting an ROI
subsequently focuses the collection of range data, and these
two processes use different sensing modalities. We assume
that successful observation of ROIs is heavily dependent on
viewpoint, and that full coverage of all viewpoints is not
feasible. Thus an active perception approach is required. We
refer to this problem as targeted information gathering.
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Fig. 1. Two robot arms coordinate their actions to discover and reconstruct
apples on a trellis. (inset) Resulting point-cloud and segmented apples.

Information gathering in general faces several key chal-
lenges that have not yet been adequately addressed, thus
preventing the wide-spread use of these techniques in prac-
tice, despite significant interest in developing new methods
in recent years. It remains a challenge to effectively balance
between exploration of an unknown scene, as we must do
to detect ROIs, and targeted observation of key regions.
Most prior work has focused on single-robot settings, and
it remains a challenge to efficiently scale these techniques
up for multiple robots, particularly decentralised multi-robot
systems. Further, most techniques only consider simple mo-
tion models that are inappropriate for robots with nontrivial
kinematics, such as high degree-of-freedom robot arms.

We propose a new algorithmic framework that aims to
address the challenges presented above in the context of
multiple robot arms equipped with RGB-D sensors. Targeted
information gathering of ROIs is guided by a viewpoint
evaluation function that predicts both how many ROIs may
be discovered and how much they improve our model of pre-
viously discovered ROIs, quantified as volumetric informa-
tion [2] to facilitate ray tracing. The cost of moving between
viewpoints for high-dimensional arms is efficiently computed
using a planner that combines offline precomputation and
online refinement [3]. Decentralised coordination between
multiple robot arms is achieved using Decentralised Monte
Carlo tree search (Dec-MCTS) [4]. Dec-MCTS is used to
plan sequences of viewpoints for the team of robots that max-
imises the expected information gain (IG) over a long time
horizon and satisfying budget constraints for the action costs.
The coordinated behaviour of the robots is aided by periodi-
cally communicating probability distributions over action se-



quences, and the point-clouds from observations. Dec-MCTS
provides interesting theoretical convergence guarantees [4],
and these results hold for the formulation presented here.

We present simulated and hardware experiments for the
apple recognition scenario shown in Fig. 1. ROIs are colour-
based, and object recognition is performed using a Gaussian
process implicit surfaces (GPIS) approach [5]. Our algorithm
outperforms state-of-the-art baseline methods [6], [7] in all
measured metrics, and the computation time is fast enough to
be executed onboard real robots. We show that our method is
superior to a variety of methods at finding a balance between
exploration and exploitation for the given task.

This work contributes a decentralised active perception
framework for targeted information gathering. Easily per-
ceived interest indicators are used to guide sensor data
collection to improve a more complex perception task, such
as object recognition. Our algorithm can be complemented
by using some other exploration metric, like average entropy,
and combined with the targeted IG metric.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is related to next best view (NBV) planning.
Commonly, the focus is on achieving a complete, high-
resolution reconstruction of a scene [2], [7], [8], [9]. These
methods generally do not work well when the objects are
sparsely located or when only certain areas are of inter-
est, which we aim to address in this paper. Many NBV
approaches perseverate on found objects while ignoring the
potential information gain of exploring the environment to
observe unseen objects. While exploration is often incen-
tivised in map building scenarios, it is rarely combined with
other objectives. Best et al. [10] define reward regions for
both observed object parts and unexplored space; we propose
a similar technique in this paper that is suitable for cluttered
environments with occluded ROIs.

The use of point cloud segmentation for active scene
understanding has been considered in previous work. Recent
segmentation algorithms have enabled robust classification
of partially observed objects in cluttered environments [5],
[11], [12], [13]; we leverage Gaussian process implicit sur-
face (GPIS) segmentation [5] to detect ROIs and estimate
the value of future observations. The GPIS approach “hal-
lucinates” unseen parts of the scene to make predictions;
related prediction models that could also potentially be used
within our framework include [14], [15], [16].

Prior work for NBV planning tends to focus on percep-
tion prediction models and considers only simple, myopic
planning algorithms. Conversely, work in informative path
planning presents sophisticated planners [17], [18], [19],
sometimes with performance guarantees, with relatively-
simple or loosely-specified perception objectives. In both
cases, approaches often do not consider trajectory costs due
to kinematic or environmental constraints. Monte Carlo tree
search (MCTS) [20] methods can potentially overcome these
limitations, enabling nonmyopic planning with respect to
complex perception objectives and motion constraints, while
providing convergence guarantees [21], [22], [23], [24], [4].

NBV and related information gathering problems have typ-
ically only been formulated for single robots; few approaches
have been scaled up for multi-robot systems, particularly
in decentralised settings. Market-based approaches [25] are
commonly used for decentralised planning in other contexts,
but the formulations are typically not expressive enough
to address challenges such as considering dependencies
between observations. The Dec-POMDP is a more expres-
sive formulation [26], but solution approaches are generally
offline and centralised. The recently-proposed Dec-MCTS
algorithm [4] generalised MCTS for decentralised multi-
robot planning, and is an anytime and online algorithm that
has been demonstrated to work well for complex perception
tasks. We use Dec-MCTS in our approach and provide the
first demonstration of how it can be combined with a low-
level motion planner to plan for a team of robots that have
high-dimensional configuration spaces.

Few of the methods referenced above have been demon-
strated to work with real robots. In this paper we evaluate
our methods in hardware with two robot arms in complex
scenes with occluded ROIs, significant sensor noise and high
degree-of-freedom robotic arms.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider the problem of actively perceiving a set of
regions of interest (ROIs) of a scene by a team of coordinated
robots. The aim is to produce a point-cloud of the scene
that reconstructs ROIs. The ROIs are initially unknown to
the robots, but should be discovered then reconstructed as
accurately as possible. The robots must coordinate their
planned sequences of poses in order to make the best set
of observations within a fixed travel budget.

A. Robot Team and Environment

A team of robots is denoted R = {r1,r2, ...,rN}, where
N is the number of robots. For each robot ri ∈ R, let us
denote a sequence of views (vi

1,v
i
2, ...) as π i. There is a finite

set of candidate views, V where V ⊂ R3×SO(3), such that
each view v ∈ V is a 6D pose T ∈ SE(3) reachable by the
arm and with at least one collision free inverse kinematic
solution. The joint plan for the team of robots is denoted
Π = {π1,π2, ...,πN}.

The workspace, W , is the 3D Euclidean workspace, W =
R3. We define ROIs, Wroi, as the objects we are interested
in reconstructing and to be a closed set of points in W . We
assume Wroi to be unknown initially, however within some
bounded box, Wbox ⊂W , such that Wroi ⊂Wbox.

Obstacles in the workspace, Oenv, such as the robot’s
body and the ground, are known prior to reconstruction. The
ROI bounding box, Wbox, is also treated as an obstacle. The
obstacle region, O, is then O = Wbox ∪Oenv. Let us define
the configuration space, C, to be the set of all possible
configurations of the robot. The robot is defined as a rigid
body, A⊂R3, with a fixed base and robot arm configuration
q∈C. The obstacle region is then: Cobs = {q∈C |A(q)∩O 6=
/0}, where A(q)⊂W is the space occupied by the robot and



the sensor at configuration q. The free space region is then:
C f ree =C \Cobs.

B. Observation Model

To represent Wbox and Wroi an octree [27] volumetric repre-
sentation is used for each, denoted Xbox and Xroi respectively.
An octree is made up of voxels, x, which have the boolean
property of being occupied or unoccupied.

This work considers sensors that acquire a 3D scan of the
environment. To simulate the visibility of the sensor, a set of
rays, Rv, are cast with respect to the sensor pose. The rays
are cast according to the following sensor parameters: field
of view, the pixel resolution, the sensor view angle and the
depth of view. Let X = Xbox∪Xroi, then Xv ⊆ X is the set of
observed voxels for a view v ∈V , where a voxel is observed
if it is occupied and the first hit by a ray r ∈ R.

A view v ∈V can be evaluated by information gain (IG).
Volumetric information (VI) is defined as the amount of
information contained in a single voxel, x. IG is obtained
by summing the VI over all observed voxels, Xv, for a view,
v. The predicted IG, Gv, for a single view v ∈V is:

Gv = ∑
x∈Xv

I(x), (1)

where I(x) is a particular VI formulation (e.g., average
entropy). Similarly, we denote G{v} as the IG over all
observed voxels X{v} from a set of viewpoints {v}.

C. Problem Statement

A robot executing plan π i incurs a known execution cost,
ci ≥ 0 and cost budget bi > 0 (e.g., time, energy). A joint-set
of view sequences Π is feasible if all robots meet the budget
constraints such that ci ≤ bi,∀ri ∈ R.

We aim to solve the following optimisation problem:

Problem 1 (Decentralised viewpoint plannning). Given a set
of candidate viewpoints V and a team of robots R, find the
optimal joint plan Π∗ for the team of robots that maximises
the overall information gain GVΠ

over the viewpoints:

Π
∗ = argmax

Π
GVΠ

, (2)

such that ci ≤ bi for all robots ri ∈ R, where VΠ =
⋃
∀v∈Π v.

This problem is to be solved in a decentralised manner
where each robot considers its own plan π i∗ while commu-
nicating with others to coordinate. It is important to note that
the joint IG is not the sum of individual IGs over robots.

IV. VIEWPOINT EVALUATION
In this section we introduce a novel observation predic-

tion model for targeted information gathering. Our method
evaluates a set of viewpoints by measuring the amount of
volumetric information over a set of ROIs in the environ-
ment. We introduce a quality criteria and penalty term to
bias our selection of next view in order to balance between
exploration of unobserved regions and exploitation of known
ROIs to perform accurate reconstruction. The viewpoint
evaluation framework is used as an objective function for the
decentralised planning algorithm detailed later in Sec. V.

A. Surface Reconstruction

A set of 3D points called point cloud P ⊂ R3 is used to
store a partially reconstructed surface directly from the k-th
sensor measurement Pk

scan. Over n-scans, the point cloud is

P =
k⋃

n=1

Pn
scan. (3)

ROIs are segmented from P via colour thresholding and
once reconstruction is complete a GPIS-based object seg-
mentation algorithm [5] detects apples. The algorithm is ideal
for detecting objects with high occlusion (e.g., apples) and
can specify the number of ROIs required to detect the objects.
The octree for the ROI points, Xroi, is re-initialised when the
segmented ROI points Pr ⊂ P are updated.

B. Volumetric Information Formulation

In our framework, the volumetric information (VI) is
extracted using an octree structure for ray casting where
stored the point cloud P is retained for richer information.
This is important since the information of interest is sparse,
whereas the voxel grid decreases the computation effort
required for ray tracing.

A set of rays Rv casted on view v ∈ V returns a set of
observed voxels Xv where Xv is the set of first voxels to
intersect with each ray. The reason for only considering the
first intersection is to account for occlusions (e.g., leaves
covering apples). To determine information I for an observed
voxel x ∈ Xv, we use two VI formulations: exploration and
targeted information gathering.

1) Exploration: A uniform planar point cloud is con-
structed over Wbox and used to initialise the bounding box
octree Xbox. With a new view v ∈ V , the corresponding
voxels Xv ⊂ Xbox, are stored in a set Me. The exploration
information Ie for a voxel x is 1 if x 6∈Me, and 0 otherwise,
such that a voxel x ∈ Xbox can only contribute IG once.

2) Targeted information gathering: Volumetric informa-
tion for a set of ROIs is evaluated by counting the number of
ROI points where a hitting ray’s angle of incidence relative to
the surface normal, α , is within a threshold, ε . The incident
angle-based evaluation is formally described as:

f (p) =
{

1 p ∈ Pr ∧ p 6∈Mr ∧α ≤ ε

0 p 6∈ Pr ∨ p ∈Mr
, (4)

where Mr is similar to Me except Mr tracks observed ROI
points, p ∈ Pr, that have contributed IG, rather than voxels.

This quality criteria encourages good visibility of ROIs
with the intention to uncover partially observed areas. The
ROI information Ir for a voxel x ∈ Xroi is:

Ir(x) = ∑
∀p∈x

f (p). (5)

To encourage ROI exploration, a penalty term, σ(p), is ap-
plied to f (p) if contributed ROI points are within proximity
of the candidate point p:

σ(p) = 1− tanh
(

k(p)
kmax

)
, (6)



Fig. 2. Visualisation of view evaluation in 2D: solid green are observed
non-ROIs, red are observed ROIs that have contributed to the cumulative
IG, striped red points are observed ROIs with potential IG, hollowed points
are unobserved points and black arrows are point normals. The solid box is
the current camera position and the dashed boxes are candidate views.

where k(p) is the number of neighbouring points in Mr
within a fixed sphere around p and kmax is a user specified
maximum number of neighbouring points. This function
is a monotonically increasing penalty with a horizontal
asymptote, kmax. The revised ROI VI formulation is:

Ir(x) = ∑
∀p∈x

f (p)σ(p). (7)

This VI formulation is motivated in Fig. 2, where two
candidate views (dashed boxes) are being evaluated. Without
the penalty term σ(p), these views have the same IG.
However, there is a higher chance of observing more ROIs
from the right view because there are less number of ROI
points that have already been considered.

3) Multi-objective information gain: Given the proposed
criteria for VI, the IG in (1) for a view Gv is re-written in
the form of a weighted sum:

Gv = ∑
∀x∈Xv

(1−β )Ie(x)+β Ir(x), (8)

where β ∈ [0,1] is a user defined weighting.

V. DECENTRALISED PLANNING
In this section, we propose a decentralised planning al-

gorithm for the robots to plan their actions with respect
to the perception model detailed in Sec. IV. The algorithm
is based on the Dec-MCTS [4] decentralised coordination
algorithm, which we extend for robotic arms by combining
it with FREDS-MP [3] motion planner; we describe these
two components and their interaction below.

A. Decentralised Monte Carlo Tree Search

The team of robots optimise their sequences of viewpoints
using the Dec-MCTS planning algorithm. In Dec-MCTS,
each robot asynchronously cycles between three phases:
(1) perform a tree search over its own action space, (2)
compress the search tree into a probability distribution, and
(3) broadcast these distributions to other robots. When new
messages are received from other robots, this information is
incorporated in future rounds of the tree search. These phases
continue until the robot is ready to execute its decision.
Replanning is performed after new observations.

As the tree is expanded, the observed voxel sets Me and Mr
are incrementally updated based on predicted observations.

To encourage complementary observations, predicted obser-
vations of other robots are also incorporated by sampling
paths from the communicated probability distributions.

The main difference to the algorithm in [4] is a more
efficient compression of the search tree for communication.
Periodically, the estimated n best paths according to MCTS
are saved along with an associated probability distribution.
The probabilities are proportional to the normalised expected
reward for each path, plus a fixed constant. This formulation
does not provide the theoretical guarantees discussed in [4,
Prop. 1], but is much more efficient in practice since it does
not require computing expensive multiple integrals.

B. FREDS-MP

Dec-MCTS plans sequences of actions over a navigation
graph that describes the cost of actions. Here we define
the cost, ci, as the trajectory length between configurations
for a high-dimensional manipulator arm. In order to address
the inherent computational complexity, we employ the Fast
Reliable and Efficient Database Search Motion Planner
(FREDS-MP) to compute the cost function for Dec-MCTS.

FREDS-MP consists of three planning phases: offline,
task and online. In the offline phase, the environment is
approximated such that obstacles are modelled as a union
of basic shapes. The primitive shapes are big enough to
contain the original shape in order to make sure that the
computed trajectories do not collide with the obstacles. We
then compute an optimal inverse kinematic (IK) solution for
each candidate view v ∈ V and then find optimistic prior
trajectories between the pairs of configurations. This step
is the key to reducing the computational complexity of the
task and online planning phases. For execution on the robot
these priors are adpated online via an ensemble of trajectory
optimisers and motion planners [28], [29], [30].

From the trajectory priors computed by FREDS-MP, the
cost of a trajectory for robot ri is described as

ci =
m−1

∑
l=1

max
j=1,...,n

‖qi+1
j −qi

j‖
q̇max j

, (9)

where m is the number of configurations in the trajectory, n is
the number of joints, ql

j is the value of joint j in configuration
l and q̇max j is the maximum speed of the joint j.

C. Analysis

Given a sequence of viewpoints π i for i-th robot, the major
computational bottleneck is in finding the corresponding
configuration q ∈Q(v) for each viewpoint v ∈ π i in order to
compute the cost ci using (9). Instead of considering every
possible pair of configurations ql ∈Q(vl) and ql+1 ∈Q(vl+1),
FREDS-MP finds a single optimal inverse kinematic q∗ ∈
Q(v) at each viewpoint v ∈ V , then computes ci as the
maximum arm joint difference between two configurations.
Intuitively, the offline planner reduces the configuration-pair
space significantly by approximating a single configuration
for each viewpoint and only considering the transition cost
associated with the pre-computed configurations.



(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Roadmap construction: Each vector represents a candidate view
with a sensor origin and look-at point, a red vectors indicate unreachable
poses. (a) View point construction and (b) resulting set.

Given the FREDS-MP-based cost function, the proposed
framework uses Dec-MCTS to find a global solution. Unlike
existing approaches that are centralised and exhaustive, our
framework is online and anytime. Furthermore, the approach
inherits the analytical guarantees of Dec-MCTS that provide
convergence rates for the expected payoff at the root of the
search tree towards the optimal payoff sequence, even in this
decentralised setting where the reward distributions evolve
over time [4, Thm. 1]. It is important to note that the number
of possible solutions is intractably large. Without loss of
generality, π i∪π j = /0 for all i 6= j in Π∗. In the worst case,
|
⋃

π∈Π∗ π| = |V | and bi is sufficiently large for all robots.
Then, the number of all possible solutions Π is (|V |+1)!

(|V |−N−2)! .

VI. EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the performance and behaviour of our

algorithm with extensive simulated experiments and a re-
alistic hardware implementation. We consider the scenario
illustrated in Fig. 1, where a team of two robotic arms
coordinate their actions to best find and observe a set of
apples in a trellis. The apples, which are the ROIs, are
partially occluded by leaves and other fruit, and thus require
a judicious selection of viewpoints to be sufficiently ob-
served and modelled. This scenario represents the necessary
information gathering component of precision agriculture
tasks, where the gathered information is later used to guide
intervention, such as picking or spraying fruit [31], [32].

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluated our algorithm with extensive simulation
experiments using a dataset collected by real robots, and
in hardware that required real-time decision making by the
robots. The task was for two robot arms to cooperatively
find and reconstruct apples on a mock-up trellis. The apple
trellis configuration in Fig. 4a, was used for simulated
experiments and the trellis in Fig. 4b was used for the
hardware experiments. This reconstruction is utilised by the
GPIS segmentation algorithm to classify and localise apples.
Both robots begin with no knowledge of the apple trellis
other than it’s bounding box. An experimental instance ends

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Trellis used for simulations that has four clearly-visible apples
and two apples occluded by leaves and (b) for hardware experiments with
five sparsely located apples.

when both arms have exhausted their given budget and
segmented their final fused map of the scene.

We used two Rethink Robotics Sawyer arms with Intel
SR300 RGB-D sensors shown in Fig. 1. Each robot had two
dedicated Intel i7 NUC mini PCs, one for motion planning
and arm control and the other for perception and planning.
Here perception includes: RGB-D image capture, mapping,
data fusion, IG computation and segmentation. The computa-
tion time for each decision varied, but was generally less than
5 s. The robots communicate their beliefs and observations
over a wirelessly connected ROS network. A virtual wall is
placed between the robots so their configuration spaces do
not overlap, as shown in Fig. 3. The same hardware was used
to collect the dataset for the simulations.

The robots were given 5 seconds of execution time budget
each. The roadmap used is visualised in Fig. 3 which is made
up of 128 unique feasible viewpoints. Hyper-parameters were
incrementally tuned and chosen based on higher detection
rate. It was found that a small discount factor helped re-
duce variance and improve detection rate as this encourages
Dec-MCTS to not commit to actions too far into the future.

Ray traversal distance was capped to help with occlusions.
Independent pixel reduction and octree resolution for Xbox
and Xroi reduce computation time because a coarser resolu-
tion is sufficient for exploration while a finer resolution for
the targeted IG provides richer information.

B. Evaluation

The simulated experiments were run 20 times per variant.
In Fig. 5b, random’s detection rate was highly variable
whereas all variants of our method performed consistently.
Interestingly, in Fig. 5a the difference was more pronounced
when only considering the bottom two apples in Fig. 4a.
Without the penalty term, the robot exhausts its budget
reconstructing the top cluster of apples. Without the quality
factor, views that were occluded by leaves were not miti-
gated. Without communicating beliefs, there was significant
overlap in views between the robots. Further, Dec-MCTS
without beliefs achieved a higher exploration percentage at
the expense of observing less ROI points. Including the prob-
abilistic beliefs produced the best performance, particularly
when using our proposed distribution weighting.
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(a) Number of instances both bottom apples in Fig. 4a were detected
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Fig. 5. Apple detection
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(b) ROI points plotted against combined travel time

Fig. 6. Simulated experimental results

Average entropy and area factor [6], [7] exhibited overly
exploitative view choices, attempting to reconstruct the trellis
completely. Area factor was affected worst due to the high
amount of resulting occplanes [6] from the discontinuous
trellis structure. Further, both formulations’ IG queries are
computationally expensive and not deemed feasible for real
time execution without significant performance degradation.

To evaluate the performance in hardware, ten instances
of each VI formulation were run on a more difficult ap-
ple trellis configuration with sparsely-located and highly-
occluded apples, visualised in Fig. 4b. As can be observed in
Fig. 7a and 7b, our approach achieved a higher exploration
percentage and discovered more ROI points overall than
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Fig. 7. Hardware experimental results

random, following the trend seen in the simulation results.
Furthermore, our method on average found 100% of the
apples with a minimum of 80%, while random on average
found 80% with a minimum of 40%.

We believe our formulation outperformed random due to
several factors. One key insight is that the improvement
in the number of apples detected was large. This indicates
that although random resulted in a relatively high number
ROI points, our formulation arguably found ROI points that
were more important to the classification of the apples,
namely they traded off exploiting any one apple in favour
for revealing more of others. This is attributed to the penalty
term, γ , in (6), which encourages ROI exploration.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a framework for targeted information
gathering in cluttered, nonuniform scenes where object per-
ception is assisted by indicative ROIs. We presented a novel
evaluation method for viewpoints and efficiently computed
an information-maximal set of plans for a team of robots.
The experimental results show that the proposed framework
is capable of detecting occluded and sparsely located apples
using novel quality criteria and penalty terms. There exists
a number of important avenues of future work. One is to
consider other planning objectives, such as minimising GPIS
segmentation entropy [5], which would require developing
approximations for this computationally expensive reward
function. Another is to consider continuous observation as
opposed to discrete views.
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